Abstract-High-throughput microarray technologies have enabled development of robust biclustering algorithms which are capable of discovering relevant local patterns in gene expression datasets wherein subset of genes shows coherent expression patterns under subset of experimental conditions. In this work, we have proposed an algorithm that combines biclustering technique with Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) structure in order to extract significant biological relevant patterns from such dataset. This algorithm comprises of two phases for extracting biclusters, one is the seed finding phase and another is the seed growing phase. In the seed finding phase, gene clustering and condition clustering is done separately on the gene expression data matrix and the result obtained from both the clustering is combined to form small tightly bound submatrices and those submatrices are used as seeds for the algorithm, which are having the Mean Squared Residue (MSR) value less than the defined threshold value. In the seed growing phase, the number of genes and the number of conditions are added in these seeds to enlarge it by using the PSO structure. It is observed that by using our technique in Yeast Saccharomyces Cerevisiae cell cycle expression dataset, significant biclusters are obtained which are having large volume and less MSR value in comparison to other biclustering algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Microarray technology is a high throughput discovery tool which is used to identify gene expression data. It is used to express the expression level of genes under the specified conditions [1] . Gene expression is the way through which the DNA sequences of the genes are transcribed into mRNA sequences which again transformed into proteins and these mRNA which are produced is called as the expression values of genes in a gene-expression data-matrix [2] . It is represented as a two-dimensional data matrix where set of rows determines the genes and the set of columns determines the conditions. The elements of this data-matrix are the real values.
There are large number of analysis methods available through which genes are detected that are having the same biologically patterns and common functionality through which it is easy to determine its contribution in many of the biological applications and also helps in medical domain for quick treatment planning, drug discovery, accurate diagnosis as well as prognosis [3] . One of the analysis techniques is clustering which is used to group different types of data into a logical group of clusters which are having similar behavior. Clustering [4, 5] can be applied either to rows or columns of the gene expression data-matrix one at a time and in this method subset of genes is determined under all conditions (gene cluster) or the subset of condition is determined under all genes (condition cluster). It is widely used in many of the areas like biology, medicine, marketing and economics, and is basically of two types; hierarchical clustering and partitional clustering [6, 7] . Hierarchical clustering forms a hierarchy of nested set of clusters. It resembles like a hierarchical tree which is also called as dendogram. Initially, at the lowest level each data belongs to a separate cluster and by increasing the levels, clusters are merged according to some common features and at the highest level all the data belongs to a single cluster. It is of two types; agglomerative and divisive. Agglomerative is a bottom-up approach in which each data are in the separate cluster at the lowest level and then they are merged accordingly to make a large cluster having all the data at the highest level. Divisive clustering is a top-down approach in which the large cluster having all data at the highest level is divided into small number of clusters and at the lowest level all the data belongs to a separate cluster. In partitional clustering there is no nested set of clusters, and clustering is done in the same level. Kmeans clustering algorithm and its variants [8] is one of the best examples of partitional clustering as it has the linear time complexity which is a significant factor. Thus, clustering is a one-way process through which global Copyright © 2015 MECS I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2015, 11, 33-40 patterns for genes are determined. However, for the gene expression data it is essential to find the local expression pattern to uncover similar behavior of genes which clustering algorithm doesn't provide. Thus, it is necessary to move towards the biclustering method which shows the local expression patterns of genes. Biclustering is a two-way process in which gene and condition clustering is done simultaneously and a subset of genes exhibit similar expression pattern for a subset of conditions. These algorithms are used to cluster genes and condition simultaneously [9] . It is used to cluster a subset of genes under a subset of conditions or vice-versa and helps to identify those group of genes which shows the same behavior under the specified set of conditions, thus giving the local model for the gene expression data. Many of the biclustering algorithm is used for the analysis of the gene expression data like simulated annealing Biclustering [10] , pClustering, statistical-algorithmic method for biclustering analysis (SAMBA), Spectral biclustering [11] , and Gibbs sampling biclustering [12] . Moreover, it is used to solve the optimization problems. So, it is combined with many of the heuristic algorithms to obtain best solution in less time.
Heuristic algorithms are used to find the best solution from the set of the solutions, but it doesn't guarantee that the solution which is found is the best and optimal. These algorithms may not give the best solution but find the solution which is close to the best solution. It is relatively simple and fast to converge for the best solution. Many of the heuristic algorithms have been developed like Genetic Algorithm (GA), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Differential Evolution (DE), and PSO.
PSO method is used in this paper. It is a heuristic based search algorithm developed by Eberhart and Kennedy [13] in 1995. It is based on a natural flocking and social behavior of birds. Due to its simplicity and relatively fast speed it is used to solve many of the optimization problems and it also requires the less memory for storage of history data. PSO converges fast and gives best results in many areas like image processing, clustering problem, and function optimization [18] , and it also doesn't require any mutation and crossover operators due to which it is much better than the evolutionary algorithms.
II. RELATED WORK
Hartigan [14] was the first to identify biclustering and identifies two biclusters at a time which he called it as direct clustering. Cheng and Church [15] introduce the concept of applying biclustering on the gene expression data for the first time and they used the greedy approach in their algorithm, in which the number of rows and number of columns are added or deleted from the bicluster. Madeira and Oliveria [9] presented a comprehensive survey of models, methods and applications developed in the field of biclustering algorithm. The list of available algorithms is given through which ideas can generate to develop new algorithms which are effective in many applications of gene expression data. Many interesting ways for future research have been uncovered in this review paper. Birzuela et al. [16] proposed an encoding scheme for a multi-objective genetic algorithm in order to find highly homogeneous large biclusters. Further, they have tested the performance of their algorithm on two real gene expression dataset. Saccharomyces cerevisiae and the Human B cells Lymphoma. Moreover, their focus was on the discovery of large bicluster with MSR below predefined thresholds for both datasets. Liu and Chen [17] proposed a technique to mine coherent pattern from microarray data based on a dynamic multi-objective particle swarm optimization (DMOPSOB). They have applied their algorithm on two datasets; Saccharomyces cervisiae cell cycle expression data and the Human B-cell expression data. Liu et al. [18] proposed a dynamic multiobjective immune optimization biclustering (DMOIOB) algorithm for mining coherent patterns from microarray data. They focused on finding maximum biclusters with lower mean squared residue and higher row variance. Liu et al. [19] proposed a multi-objective immune biclustering (MOIB) algorithm for mining biclusters from microarray data based on the immune response principle of the immune system. Liu et al. [20] proposed a crowding distance based multi-objective Particle Swarm Optimization biclustering, it is based on heuristic search technique which simulates the movement of flocks of birds,aims to find the nearest neighbor based on crowding distance and -dominance which converges to the Pareto front and guarantees diversity of solutions. Sarkar et al. [21] have presented a review on Particle Swarm Optimization and shows that how well PSO hybridize with other clustering algorithms and yields better results in various optimization problems in terms of efficiency and accuracy. The implementation of this algorithm produce optimal number of cluster which results in better analysis of data when compared with other evolutionary algorithms such as Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Simulated Annealing (SA). Das et al. [3] proposed an algorithm based on greedy search and Binary PSO for finding biclusters in gene expression data. In this method, first K-means algorithm is used to cluster rows and columns of the data matrix separately and then they are combined to form small tightly co-regulated submatrices. More genes and conditions are added to these seeds till the mean squared residue is less than 100 using a greedy method. The result obtained from greedy search is used for initializing the particles of PSO. This algorithm is implemented on the Yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae cell cycle expression dataset which gives better result in terms of average condition number and average MSR in comparison to other algorithms.
III. PRILIMINARY CONCEPTS
Biclustering is used to cluster genes and conditions simultaneously. In general, a bicluster is defined as a submatrix of a main matrix where, there are number of genes which is denoted as = ( 1 , 2 , ⋯ , , ⋯ ) as row set and number of condition which is denoted as = ( 1 , 2 , ⋯ , , ⋯ ) as column set, then a subset of row set i.e. ⊂ and subset of column set i.e. ⊂ collectively forms a bicluster as pair of genes and conditions as = {( 1 , 1 ), ( 2 , 2 ), ⋯ , ( , )}. It is also known as co-clustering, bi-dimensional clustering and subspace clustering. Biclustering algorithms develops different types of biclusters [9] like constant bicluster in which whole bicluster has constant value, constant rows and constant column bicluster wherein either all rows are constant or all columns are constant and coherent biclusters, which is generally identified by many of the biclustering algorithms because it gives the more biological relevance than any other bicluster type. It also identifies a subset of genes and subset of conditions, both having coherent expression values and the degree of coherence of these biclusters are measured through mean squared residue or hscore. It is the sum of the squared residue score. The residue of an element of a submatrix and is defined as follows:
where is the row set, is the column set, is the element of the submatrix, is the ℎ column mean, is the ℎ row mean and is the whole submatrix mean. It also provides the difference between the actual value and the predicted value obtained through the row mean, column mean and whole mean of the submatrix for that element. From this residue score, the mean squared residue is calculated for any submatrix as:
MSR value is required to predict the quality of biclusters and its value should be low in comparison to the threshold value i.e.
( ) < . The value of depends on the dataset, and for yeast dataset the value of δ is 300.
IV. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
The proposed technique involves two basic phases, one is the seed finding phase and another is the seed growing phase. We have developed two algorithms for this technique which are implemented in Matlab tool box.
A. Seed Finding Phase
A simple seed finding technique is used in this algorithm [22] . The pseudocode for seed generation is illustrated in Algorithm I. Initially, gene clustering and condition clustering is done on the gene expression data matrix by using the K-means clustering algorithm and using the 'sqEuclidean' distance metric for computing the distance from the centroids to each vector. Here, instead of assuming the value of K randomly, we have computed its value from the dataset using the rule ≅ /√ . Further, it is taken into concern that each gene cluster must not have more than 15 genes and the condition cluster must not have more than 5 conditions and from the second iterations the distance metric for computing the distance is the 'cityblock'. Then, the result obtained from the gene clusters and condition clusters are combined together to form small tightly bound submatrices or biclusters. These biclusters are called as seeds. 
B. Selection of Seeds Based on MSR
The selection of seeds which are obtained from the above mentioned phase is primarily based on the MSR value of each seed. This MSR value should be less than the predefined threshold value , and the value of is based on the dataset used. Yeast dataset is used in this paper and the value of is 300. These selected seeds are used for the initialization of particles.
C. Encoding of Seeds
The seeds which are selected as the particles are required to get encoded in the form of fixed length strings [23] . Here, the length of string is in the form of ( + ) 
D. PSO Biclustering
PSO is an optimization algorithm in which flock of birds aimed to find food for them but they don't know the exact location of food. Thus, all the members of the swarm are devoted throughout the search procedure to find the food. Here, each particle (bird) has to find the best solution from the given search space and is itself a potential solution and is initialized with a random velocity. Each particle maintains its position within the search space by keeping the track of its best position ( ) and also keeping the track of its neighbor best position and accordingly changes its position towards the best position for obtaining the optimal solution, and the best position obtained from the entire swarm is called as global best ( ) and all these information is stored in the history. Initially, each particle has its current velocity and current position. These particles iteratively update their position as well as their velocity by using the values of the ( ) and ( ) for reaching the optimal solution. In a dimensional search space, the new velocity and the new position for the ℎ dimension of the ℎ particle is updated by using the following two equations:
where is the inertia weight and the value of is 0.72; ( + 1) is the new velocity of the particle at time ( + 1) obtained by using equation (3) while ( + 1) is the new position of particle at time ( + 1) obtained by using equation (4) . This process is repeated until the optimal solution is obtained and the velocity of each particle tends to zero, which shows that reaching to the goal velocity of each particle gradually becomes zero. The main advantage of PSO is that it doesn't require any operators like mutation operator or crossover operator and it also has less parameter to adjust, unlike in evolutionary algorithms, as a result of which PSO converges very fast and gives optimal result. The pseudocode for our proposed PSO biclustering (PSOB) is illustrated in Algorithm II. Here, velocity is constrained in the interval [0,1] , and for keeping the velocity in this range, the rule for corresponding changes in the new position of particle is obtained as shown in equation (5):
where 3 is a random number in the range [0,1].
E. Initialization of Particle
PSO is usually initialized with a population of random solutions. However, in our proposed framework, we have initialized all particles with seeds generated through Algorithm I. Then, these particles are moving towards the optimal solution with the help of its personal best position ( ) and the best position of the swarm ( ). Further, each particle is also initialized with a random velocity. 
F. Fitness Function
The fitness of each particle is calculated with the objective to maximize the fitness function. Here, the motive is to develop large volume bicluster with low mean squared residue. The following fitness function is used here [24] to judge the quality of each bicluster with size ⨯ :
Here, the particles are initialized with the seeds attained by Algorithm I for faster convergence and to develop biclusters having large volume with less value.
G. Updating Velocity and Position
The velocity and position of each particle is updated by using the equations (3) and (4) can be added to the seed, and the velocity of each particle moving towards the solution can gradually tends to zero. Through this procedure, the particles reach to the optimal solution by getting its velocity near to zero and with the correct path.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

A. Dataset Used
The proposed algorithms are implemented in Matlab, and the experiments conducted on preprocessed Yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae cell cycle expression dataset for evaluating the efficiency of the proposed technique. This dataset is based on the Tavazoie et al. [25] in which there are 2884 genes and 17 conditions. The values of the dataset are in the integer forms that range from 0 to 600 and the missing values of the dataset are represented by-1. The dataset is downloaded from http://arep.med.harvard.edu/biclustering.
B. Bicluster Plots
The experiments conducted on the Yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae cell cycle expression dataset produce five biclusters. These biclusters are presented below in Fig. 2 . The labels of these biclusters are Yb1, Yb2, Yb3, Yb4 and Yb5 and are having 695, 689, 688,684 and 672 genes and also 6, 4, 4, 4 and 5 conditions respectively. The X axis of the plot denotes the conditions and the Y axis of the plot denotes the expression values of the genes. The bicluster plot signifies the number of genes along with the number of conditions belongs to one bicluster. The detailed description of these biclusters is shown in the Table 1 . It shows the number of genes (NOC), number of conditions (NOC), bicluster volume (BV) and the mean squared residue value (MSR) of each bicluster. In order to produce good quality biclusters it is essential to have the large volume and less MSR value. Table 2 illustrates the comparison of various algorithms based on the Average Number of Genes The Performance of each algorithm like DBF [26] , SEBI [27] , CC [15] , FLOC [28] , and SGA [29] is compared with the PSO biclustering. It is essential for a good algorithm that all the fields like ANG, ANC, AV and LB should be of higher value and the value of AMR should be low. This shows that PSO biclustering algorithm is better than all other algorithms but the value of ANC is less than other algorithms values. Table 3 shows the details of significant biclusters that are having some common genes, which shows that these biclusters are the overlapping biclusters. Biclusters Yb2, Yb3 and Yb5 are the overlapping biclusters because they are having some common genes. 
C. Comparison with other Algorithm
D. Significant Biclusters
E. The significant GO terms
In order to evaluate the proposed method in terms of biological significance, we have employed Yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae Gene Ontology (GO) term finder [30] database which is available in the internet. Further, the statistical significance is evaluated for genes in each bicluster based on p-values that illustrates the matching of genes with different GO categories (function, process or components). This matching is better for smaller p-values, and these p-values are computed using a cumulative hypergeometric distribution. Table 4 illustrates the significant GO terms that are used to describe the genes comprising the biclusters of Fig. 2 for the process, function and component ontologies. These terms are described with increasing order of p-values or with the decreasing order of significance. Here, the process column entry for bicluster label Yb2 contains the term cytoplasmic translation (80, 4.40e-26) which means that 80 out of 689 genes are involved in the process of cytoplasmic translation and their p-value is 4.40e-26. Similarly, for bicluster label Yb3, 90 out of 688 genes are involved in the process of cytoplasmic translation, and for bicluster label Yb5, 88 out of 672 genes are involved in cytoplasmic translation. Further, 32 out of 689 genes in Yb2, and 42 out of 672 genes in Yb5, are involved in ribosomal biogenesis. Moreover, 28 out of 689 genes in Yb2, and 37 out of 672 genes in Yb5 are involved in maturation of SSU-rRNA. As a result, this table verifies that the biclusters contain biologically relevant genes, and the proposed algorithm is capable of identifying biologically significant biclusters from different GO categories.
The significant GO terms for the set of genes in bicluster Yb3 along with their p-values is further illustrated in Fig. 3 . Here, the GO Term Finder [30] searches for significant shared GO terms, or parents of those GO terms in order to describe the relationship among a list of genes. It basically shows branching of a molecular function into sub-functions like structural molecular activity and binding. These sub-functions are further divided to generate the final result. Fig. 3 is generated by entering the names of the genes that comprise the bicluster Yb3 into the gene ontology database and then choosing the ontology function. 
VI. CONCLUSION
Biclustering technique is used for finding the hidden patterns from gene expression data and it is a two-way clustering process in which clustering of genes and conditions are done simultaneously. In the proposed framework, two algorithms are employed in order to find good quality biclusters, those are having the large volume and low value. These algorithms are seed finding algorithm and the seed growing algorithm. In the seed finding algorithm, K-means algorithm is used for finding seeds where the value of K is computed from the dataset instead of assuming it randomly, and the seeds which are having less value than the threshold value are selected. These selected seeds are used to initialize the PSO in which seed growing phase take place and more number of genes and conditions are added into the seeds based on the fitness function. The algorithm is implemented for Yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae cell cycle expression dataset using MATLAB environment. It performs well in case of average volume and average value of biclusters than some other biclustering algorithms. A comparative assessment of experimental results reveals the effectiveness of the proposed method. The biological significance of the generated biclusters is shown by employing gene ontology term finder database.
In the future, we plan to extend our PSO biclustering work in terms of fitness function, dynamic parameters, and optimization of inter-cluster and intra-cluster distances.
